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How to Read Approach Plates 

Daniel Sullivan 12/18/17 

Introduction 
The key to understanding an approach is the approach plate.  Everything you need to execute an approach procedure 

properly is there.  Correct execution of an instrument approach requires correct interpretation of the approach plate 

and even if you are doing a visual approach, if a runway has an instrument approach the approach plate gives a lot of 

valuable information.   

There are many, many symbols used on navigation charts.  Two references that provide a great deal of information 

include Jeppeson’s Airport Chart Legend and the FAA publication Aeronautical Chart Users Guide. 

All Approach Plates follow the same format.  Each section may contain more detail in some vs. others but the location of 

each type of information is the same for every Plate. 

Shown both at the top right and bottom right- 

Procedure type(s), applicable runway(s) and facility 

(the white section at left, repeated at bottom right 

without the amendment date code – here the 5-digit 

number that means the 14th year, 345th day) 

The Header section – shown in green  

The Approach Plan View is shown in pink 

The Plan View section is also where the Minimum Safe 

Altitude circle (white circle in the pink section) is 

shown. 

 

Supplementary information may also be included in 

the Plan View section such as additional detail for an 

alternate missed approach fix shown in blue. 

 

The Airport Diagram – grey area at left, and 

 

The Approach Profile View – yellow area at left. 

 

Note that the specifics regarding how to fly procedure 

turns are discussed in a separate lesson but some 

basics of when a procedure turn is required or not 

allowed are covered in this document.

http://ww1.jeppesen.com/documents/aviation/business/ifr-paper-services/intro-USA.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/digital_products/aero_guide/media/Chart_Users_Guide_12thEd.pdf
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Header – Identification and Pilot Information 
 

 Location of the airport (City, State for US Airports)  

Runway landing length (in feet) 

Threshold Elevation (THRE) OR Touchdown Zone Elevation (TDZE) 
And Airport Elevation (highest point of usable runways)  

 
Navigation aid used with 
frequency and channel 
Approach course. 
NOTE:  If the approach 
navaid is an ILS this will be 
identified using the letter 
‘I’ as a prefix (e.g., I-MFA 
as shown in the 
illustration at the bottom 
of this page)   

Additional notes are given in the Notes section.  The symbols used are defined in the section Additional 
Approach Plate Symbols later in this document. 
 
Some plates also have runway lighting information, as shown below 

 
Procedure type and 
Runway number** 
Airport name and code 
 
Missed approach 
narrative 
 
Pertinent services and 
radio frequencies.  All 
that apply – tower and 
approach frequencies are 
commonly listed here as 
is ATIS and clearance 
delivery when available.   

** NOTE: If instead of a runway number the procedure type is followed by a letter at the beginning of the alphabet (A, B, C …) this indicates that these 
approaches are either:  1- not associated directly with a specific runway (approach heading is more than 30° from the runway heading) or 2- the descent rate 
required from the final approach fix to the touchdown zone of the published descent exceeds 400 ft. per NM. 
 
Regarding THRE vs. TDZE – as of December 12, 2013 the FAA began revising all procedures to include the TDZE.  Going forward all procedures will include TDZE. 

   

More complex facilities will have more information in each subsection of the 

Header, but the information follows the same layout within the Header.  Note that 

in addition to several pertinent communication and information frequencies there 

is information on the runway lighting (area in yellow at left).  There are many 

symbols for runway lighting but in general the abbreviation/acronym, the 

associated symbol (which appears on the Airport Diagram, here a circle with an A5) 

and a pictorial depiction of the approach light pattern is shown.  
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Airport Diagram 
 

This small-ish insert at the lower portion of the approach plate is a sometimes neglected part that can provide some valuable information.   One thing that is 

very useful is the view of the runway layout for the entire facility – oriented appropriately to magnetic heading with north at the top.  You will see this on every 

approach plate.  Other information that might be included on some approach plate airport plan view sections may not be seen on others.  To illustrate this 

shown below are the airport plan views from the KMVC VOR Rwy 21 approach plate and the KSAT ILS Rwy 12R plate. 

KMVC VOR Rwy 21  KSAT ILS Rwy 12R 

 

Both show the field elevation.  For KMVC the threshold 
elevation is given, for KSAT it is the touchdown zone elevation 
(TDZE) that is given.  Note that the TDZE is shown for Rwy 
12L.  This is because part of the KSAT ILS Rwy 12R procedure 
includes a side-step to Rwy 12L. 
 
Diagram of the airport including runway(s), orientation is 
north at the top.  Also included are symbols to depict on-field 
facilities (note the VOR symbol for KMVC and the TWR 
symbol – the control tower at KSAT).   
 
Runway number, length and width – and runway slope as 
seen on the KSAT plate (the 0.3% and 0.5% up and down with 
direction arrow).    Areas in black are usable runways.  Areas 
in grey are ‘movement areas’ – parking, taxiways, turnouts, 
run-up ramps, etc.) 
 
There can be a great deal of information regarding lighting – 
the Ax (x = some number, if present) and P in the circles for 
KSAT.  There is also narrative information on lighting – 
abbreviations are used and here include MIRL, REIL, HIRL, and 
TDZ/CL.  Note the ‘L’ in the black circle for KMVC – this 
indicates the REIL Rwy 3 and 21 lights are pilot-controlled. 
 
KSAT also shows the minimum approach point (MAP)-upper 
left corner, as well as a table of time from the final approach 
fix (FAF) to the MAP at various speeds.  
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Approach Plan View 
 

The KVMC VOR Rwy 21 approach is straightforward.  

The key items on any approach plate are: 

The approach path, shown in black with relevant 

headings (magnetic) which includes …  Required 

procedure turn(s) (PT) – may be more than one if 

there are multiple approach routes but generally only 

one PT is required for a given approach route. 

Key fixes (coordinates information with the approach 

profile, described on the next page). 

The initial approach fix (IAF) - the Monroeville VOR 

(MVC)  

Airspace restrictions (such as the alert area A-292) 

shown here 

The minimum safe altitude (MSA) circle showing the 

MSA level and distance from a defined point on or 

near the airfield – here based on MVC, MSA of 2000 

feet within 25 NM of MVC.  Some facilities segment 

this – different MSA levels depending on the direction 

from the reference point. 

The missed approach path is shown using dotted lines 

Key geographic features and obstructions near the facility are also identified. 
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Approach Profile View 
 

The approach profile for the KMVC  VOR Rwy 21 approach, at left, contains the basic information you will find in this section.  Some appear more complicated 

but in reality they are very similar – just more of the same pieces of information, for the most part. 

The profile is not actually a realistic profile in some cases.  Here we see the IAF identified as ‘VORTAC’ (the Monroeville VORTAC) with a line sloping downward to 

the right, then suddenly a line sloping downward to the left.  Obviously this is not what is done – somewhere between the right-down sloping line and the one 

that slopes down to the left is the PT.  What this is showing is that at the IAF you are expected to be above the minimum allowable altitude at the start of the 

final approach (How much above?  See below.)  The profile also gives additional key 

altitudes and distances.  At the start of final approach you must be at or above 2000 ft.   

At FATUN, which is 3 DME from MCV you must be at or above 1000 ft.  The 3 NM 

distance is also shown here, although sometimes this will show a different distance – 

usually the distance to the end of the runway. 

This section gives the minimums for each type of approach and in this case, as is not 

unusual, minimums for intermediate fixes in addition to the initial approach minimums.  

The sets of numbers are (using the S-21, Category A and B numbers) 

 1000-1 = 1000 feet MSL altitude and 1 NM visibility 

 581 = Height AGL (feet) at the minimum MSL altitude = Min MSL – Apt Elev 

 (600-1) = the Military Minimums – 600 ft. AGL and 1 NM visibility. 

You can see that if you successfully identify FATUN (3 DME from the Monroeville 

VORTAC - so DME would be required, otherwise the minimums in the upper section 

apply) the minimums decrease for some of the parameters. 

An inset giving a pictorial representation of the missed approach that goes with the narrative in the ‘Header’ section is also shown. 

Category is based on Vref (or Vso x 1.3 if Vref is not specified) at the maximum certified landing weight 

Category A:  Speed less than 91 knots. 

Category B:  Speed 91 knots or more but less than 121 knots. 

Category C:  Speed 121 knots or more but less than 141 knots. 

Category D:  Speed 141 knots or more but less than 166 knots. 

Category E:  Speed 166 knots or more. 
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The approach profile for the KSAT ILS 12R approach is a bit more complex but you can see it contains the same basic elements.  The principle reason for the 

differences between this and the one for the KMVC VOR Rwy 21 approach is because this is an ILS approach – and throws in the added feature of an allowable 

side-step to Rwy 12L 

Glideslope angle indicated along with the threshold crossing height (TCH).  Also the 

comment that the visual glide slope indicator (VGSI) and ILS glide path are not the same 

– with further detail to state that the angle is the same but the TCH is higher. 

Another item identified here but not on the KMVC approach profile is the final 

approach fix (FAF) designated by the X shaped symbol.  To be technically 

correct – the FAF is for a non-precision approach.   The ‘lightning bolt’ – officially called 

the zig-zag line – is the final approach point (FAP) or for a precision approach, also 

called the precision final approach point (PFAP). 

As with the previous approach profile, there are altitudes shown that are underlined.   

This indicates “at or above” the value give.  So, at the FAF you must be at or above 2800 

feet as shown by 2800.  At JUPAG you must be at or above 1440 feet but this applies to 

a localizer only (LOC only) approach. 

Also note that minimums are displayed a bit differently.  Here (using the S-ILS values) 

minimums of 1009/18 mean a minimum altitude of 1009 ft (MSL) and 1800 feet 

visibility.  When the minimum altitude is followed by a virgule (‘/’ symbol) the visibility minimum is in hundreds of feet.   Military minimums retain the AGL 

height – visibility in miles (or, fraction of a mile) format. 

Note that there are some other terms used here and in the KMVC example. 

 S-ILS is the straight-in ILS approach * 

 S-LOC is the straight-in localizer approach * 

 Sidestep 12L is just that – you would use the 12R approach until you were able to sidestep to 12L but you can only do that if you have visual 

contact of Rwy 12L within the published minimum for this approach. 

 Circling – This will be covered in the next section. 

* Even though this and the KMVC approach above give parameters for a “straight in” approach this does not mean that you can skip a required 

procedure turn (PT).  You may only skip the PT if you are approaching from a direction where the approach plate specified “No PT” or if instructed by 

(or, cleared for) by ATC “No PT”.  And – in both cases, either specified on the approach plate as “NoPT” or per ATC, you cannot execute a PT. 

Distances in the elongated ‘D’ shape are DME distances from the identified source (in this case the DME associated with I-ANT, the ILS localizer).  
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Types of Instrument Approaches 
 

Instrument approaches are broadly divided into three types – Precision Approaches, Approach 

Procedures with Vertical Guidance (APVG) and Non-Precision Approaches.  The fundamental difference 

between a Precision Approach and an APVG is that while both provide both lateral and vertical guidance 

the vertical guidance of an APVG does not meet the performance requirements of a Category I ILS 

precision approach.  Although some approaches may have systems to provide vertical guidance visually 

(e.g., VASI and PAPI) these are still non-precision approaches. 

The most common Precision Approaches are:  

 Instrument Landing System (ILS) – Category (CAT) I, CAT II and CAT IIIA, IIIB and IIIC 

 Precision Approach Radar (PAR) 

 GPS with Ground-Based Augmentation System (GBAS) 

Approach Procedures with Vertical Guidance (AVG) include: 

 RNAV Localizer Performance with Vertical Guidance (LPV) 

 RNAV approach with Lateral Navigation / Vertical Navigation guidance (RNAV LNAV/VNAV) 

 Localizer-type Directional Aid with Glide Slope (LDA with GS) 

The most common non-precision approaches are: 

 Localizer (LOC) or LDA approaches without glide slope  

 Localizer back-course approach 

 RNAV approaches without vertical guidance 

 VOR and VOR/DME 

 NDB and (although unusual) NDB/DME 

 TACAN (similar to VOR/DME but more accurate, but still a non-precision approach) 

 Surveillance radar approach (SRA, sometimes identified as ASR) 
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Instrument Landing System (ILS) Approach 
Note that this is an ILS or LOC approach for Rwy 12R.  An ILS is a precision approach, if localizer (LOC) only is used it 

becomes a non-precision approach. 

Focusing on the Approach Plan View – some may look at this and say “just intercept the localizer fly down the ‘feather’ 

and land”.  That can be right, provided you intercept the localizer somewhere outside of REUBE – one designated initial 

approach fix (IAF).  And if you are at the correct 

altitude (as per the Profile).  And if you are 

coming from an appropriate direction.  And if you 

are above minimums for your aircraft category. 

A lot of ‘Ands’.  In simulated flying you can take  

plenty of liberties if you are by yourself or in 

uncontrolled airspace.  In an environment like 

VATSIM this will not be the case.  If you are trying 

to fly realistically, this should never be the case. 

Every approach, including ILS approaches, 

requires you establish yourself at an IAF.  Here 

you have two choices – RUEBE and the ALAMO 

intersection (red circles).  Most likely you will be 

vectored such that your IAF is REUBE.  But – you 

must be sure you establish yourself on the 

approach at REUBE.  So, if you are coming from 

the northwest, somewhere in the vicinity of the 

Stonewall VOR and ATC states you are “Cleared 

to the ILS runway 12R” this does not mean you 

can go to HASDO.  You must establish at the IAF 

REUBE.  The procedure turn (PT) discussed in 

detail in a separate lesson is not required if 

REUBE is your IAF (see the chart – ‘NoPT to 

HASDO INT’). 

Note the heavy black line from the runway back 

to just left and above HASDO.  At that point there 

is a black line that points to the left at a 45° angle 

to the OUTBOUND course along this line (307°) – 

the blue oval.  This is a procedure turn – and this 

is REQUIRED if you use ALAMO as the IAF, unless ATC has told you otherwise (then you must fly as per their 

instructions).  You may hear something like this: 

Elite 5127 you are cleared direct ALAMO.  Fly the approach as published.  Descend and maintain 4000 ft. until 

established.  Speed restrictions apply. 

This would require you to fly the procedure turn as indicted.  Procedure turns will be covered in the upcoming sections. 

It is possible (maybe likely) that ATC will not mention this.  They might if speed restriction instructions had been given 

earlier (to reinforce that you should still follow them).  Speed for procedure turns is to be 200 knots or less.  
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Here is an approach that if you have ever done this it is likely that you did not do it correctly unless you had the 

approach plate and understood what was required.  This is a relatively unusual ILS approach in that it has a hold in lieu 

of procedure turn (HILPT) – the blue circle.  ATC may instruct you saying “Cleared to the ILS runway 8R, no PT at KROME” 

– in which case you cannot (and in fact MUST) NOT do a PT as shown.  If ATC does not say “No PT (or hold in lieu of PT) 

at KROME” then you MUST do the PT as published.  On the other hand if you are approaching from the east side of the 

airport then you may be expected 

to – and WANT to – do the HILPT.  

It is the quickest way to turn back 

to the approach when coming from 

the east. 

Holding patterns will be discussed 

in an upcoming lesson along with 

another lesson that covers 

procedure turns.  In general, a 

holding pattern flown as a HILPT is 

done the same way as for any 

other holding pattern although the 

entry may differ. 

Users of flight management 

computers (FMC) may be intrigued 

by how the FMC handles this type 

of approach.  Understanding how 

to program the FMC for this 

approach is beyond the scope of 

the information covered here but 

those that use FMCs should explore 

the programming steps for a HILPT.  

Those that ‘hand fly’ their 

approaches and are familiar with 

holding patterns will readily 

recognize what needs to be done. 

In this case the minimums are the 

same for all categories except the 

S-LOC (straight-in localizer) 

approach for Category D.  Do not 

confuse the S-ILS and S-LOC 

nomenclature as allowing you to fly 

straight in without doing the HILPT.  

This refers to straight in from the 

final approach fix. 

Not identified as such (but something you may see in the future) is that the minimums are the minimum decision 

altitude (MDA) and runway visual range (visibility).  Contrast this to radio altimeter (RA) decision height (DH) and 

decision altitude (DA) discussed next. 
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ILS Category II and III Approach 
Yes, things can get more complex.   

 

 

 

First take a look at the area in yellow.  

This is analogous to the terminal 

arrival area (TAA) portion of an RNAV 

approach.  Note that each IAF and 

subsequent fixes are waypoints – so 

in a sense this is something like an 

RNAV approach ending in an ILS 

approach. 

Those not familiar with the 

information in the approach routing 

(yellow) section should review the 

IFR Flight Planning document. 

 

 

 

The other thing that is different from 

a standard (and correctly termed 

Category I) ILS approach is the 

minimums – see the pink area at the 

lower right portion of the plate. 

Category II ILS approaches express 

their minimum height as radio 

altimeter (or radar altimeter) – RA – 

height in feet.  The format is: 

RA(# in ft.)/RVR(# in 100’s of ft)  so 

for the CAT II S-ILS 34L approach the 

minimums are a radar altimeter (RA) 

height of 108 feet with a runway visual range (RVR) of 1200 ft.  Following that is the number ‘100’ which indicates that 

the decision altitude (DA) is based on a 100 foot terrain clearance with the letters ‘DA’ and the altitude above sea level – 

in the CAT II example this is a decision altitude of 5427 ft MSL. 

CAT III approaches have no minimum ceiling.  CAT IIIa and IIIb have visibility minimums – for the two on the plate above 

this is an RVR of 700 ft. and 600 ft. for the CAT IIIa and IIIb approaches, respectively.  CAT IIIc has no visibility minimum – 

a true ‘zero-zero’ approach.
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VOR Approach 
At first glance the approach plate for a VOR approach seems simple compared to an ILS approach.   Not really.  There 

may be fewer variations for the approach (compare to the KSAT ILS Rwy 12R approach with multiple variations given in 

the Profile View) but fundamentally they are the same.  VOR approaches and other non-precision approaches often 

include a procedure turn (PT).  In the case of this example a standard (“hockey stick”) PT to the left is included if the 

Clovis VOR is used as the IAF (blue 

oval).  But if you use the BEREN 

intersection you do not fly the PT – 

see the note with a thin black arrow 

pointing to the course line extending 

from BEREN – ‘2700 No PT 127° 

(12.6)’ at the red arrow – so you do 

not do (and should not do) the PT 

unless instructed by ATC to do so 

(which is unlikely).  The other 

information includes the altitude, 

magnetic heading and distance (in 

parentheses) in nautical miles. 

Like ILS approaches (and any other, 

including NDB and RNAV approaches) 

the procedure turn can vary and can 

be a HILPT.  In some cases there may 

be no procedure turn – this is usually 

seen at larger airports with Class C or 

Class B control space where you 

would be vectored to the IAF or to 

some intercept point for the 

approach.  But, as noted a couple of 

pages earlier, even KMIA has an 

approach that includes a HILPT 

although it is relatively unusual to 

see this for very large facilities and 

even more unusual for ATC to not 

vector you to avoid flying the 

procedure turn. 

The actual techniques for flying a 

VOR approach and, as shown on the 

next page, an NDB approach are 

covered in a separate lesson. 
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NDB Approach 
Generally similar to VOR approaches.  Something seen on the KHDO NDB Rwy 35R approach (and can be seen on any of 

the other types of approaches) is the reference to a navigational aid (usually a VOR) providing radial (or bearing in the 

case of a navigational aid reference using an NDB) and distance to the IAF.  The remainder of the information for this 

approach should be fairly familiar by now. 
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RNAV Approaches 
It is technically correct to call certain VOR approaches an RNAV approach but following the currently accepted naming 

convention here RNAV refers to routes intended to be flown by IFR-certified GPS units (Wide-Area Augmentation System 

or WAAS-enabled systems) using virtual waypoints.  There are more than twice as many RNAV approaches as ILS 

approaches.  More are expected as part of FAA’s NextGen project. 

Some additional explanation is required to best understand the information in an RNAV approach plate.  RNAV 

approaches fall into one of four categories (all of which may not be available at a given facility or for a given runway at 

that facility).  As with any other instrument approach the aircraft must have equipment capable of utilizing the 

approaches available: 

1. LPV - Localizer Performance with Vertical Guidance.   

a. Similar to an ILS system where both  lateral and vertical guidance are provided 

b. Vertical guidance (the glideslope) becomes increasingly sensitive closer to the runway threshold with 

vertical guidance  

c. Sensitivities are similar to that of an ILS and the same distance from the runway to aid pilots in 

transferring traditional ILS skills to LPV approaches 

d. Altitude minimums are published as Decision Height (DH) or Decision Altitude (DA) 

2. LNAV/VNAV - Lateral Navigation / Vertical Navigation 

a. Provides both lateral and vertical guidance 

b. Vertical guidance may be based on GPS WAAS information or baro-VNAV systems 

c. Altitude minimums are published as Decision Height (DH) or Decision Altitude (DA), however … 

d. If baro-VNAV is used instead of WAAS additional restrictions may apply 

3. LP – Localizer Performance (no vertical guidance) 

a. A non-precision approach providing lateral guidance only 

b. Not a fall-down mode for LPV.  LP minimums will not be published with lines of minima for approaches 

with vertical guidance (LPV, LNAV/VNAV) 

c. Altitude minimums are published as Minimum Descent Altitude (MDA) 

4. LNAV – Lateral Navigation 

a. A non- precision approach providing lateral guidance only 

b. Altitude minimums are published as Minimum Descent Altitude (MDA) 

5. Circling approaches are available when published 

6. Some GPS equipment may provide Advisory Vertical Guidance to assist in LP and LNAV approaches.  Typically 

the manufacturer identifies this as LNAV+V.  This is not the same as LNAV/VNAV or LPV. 

Standard (default) FSX equipment has GPS only and therefore is capable of performing approaches without vertical 

guidance.  Some add-on systems may provide vertical guidance for approach.  Consult your user manual for more 

information. 
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RNAV approaches have, possibly more commonly, the same form of identification as ILS, VOR and NDB approaches when multiple approaches for the same 

runway exist.  If there is more than one for any given runway they include a letter in the ID – starting with ‘Z’ and working backward in the alphabet.  (Flight 

management systems cannot handle two things with the same name). Note the example below – the RNAV (GPS) Y Rwy 12R approach at San Antonio. 

Do not confuse this with approaches that contain a letter starting at the beginning of the alphabet (e.g., VOR-A, VOR-B, NDB-A, LDA-B) in lieu of a runway 

number that indicates that these approaches are either:  1) not associated directly with a specific runway (approach heading is more than 30° from the 

runway heading) or 2) the descent rate required from the final approach fix to the touchdown zone of 

the published descent exceeds 400 ft. per NM. 

Here this is a standard GPS RNAV approach.   Standard to the extent that you have GPS equipment which 

is certified for use for one or more of the approach types (in this case LPV, LNAV/VNAV, LNAV and 

Circling).  The other designation – RNP – will be discussed following this. 

Note the two quarter circles and two concentric half circles on the Plan View.  These provide the MSA for 

different arrival directions to the Terminal Arrival Area (TAA).  TAAs may be a single IAF or a group of IAFs 

in a ‘T’, ‘L’ or ‘Y’ shaped pattern.  The concentric half circles show two MSAs – 4100 ft. between 5 NM and 

30 NM and 3500 ft. within 5 NM of HASDO.  Also note something very important along the semicircle at 5 

NM to HASDO - the comment ‘(NoPT)’.  This means that the PT (in this case, a HILPT) should not be done if 

you are arriving on a heading between 033° and 214° (shown at the bottom edge of the half circle). 

BUT – Does this mean that since I am coming in through the outside ‘layer’ of the two concentric circles – 

where it does not include the ‘(NoPT)’ following the 30 NM to HASDO in the comment – that I have to fly 

the HILPT?  NO.  This is a point of confusion.  No PT is required (and no PT should be done) when entering 

from any direction included in this segment unless you are cleared by ATC to do so (e.g., if you need to fly 

the hold to lose altitude).  I believe the FAA is now moving the ‘NoPT’ comment to the outer segment but 

some may still appear on the inner portion as in this example. 

There are three IAFs (WERUD, HASDO and JATAX) TAA.  Only the IAF HASDO requires the HILPT if your 

arrival is from some direction other than that included in the semicircle.  WERUD and JATAX do not – 

note the ‘3500 NoPT’ comment on the line extending from each of these to HASDO.  And, HASDO is a fly-

by waypoint so you can start your turn before HASDO to the final approach fix (FAF) YELUP without 

actually crossing HASDO. 

Note the types of approaches available as shown in the table below the profile and the minimums for each type.  These were described on the previous page.  In 

this case all types except an LP approach are available.  Since there is an LPV approach and an LP approach is not a fall-down for an LPV no LP approach will be 

published.  
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The same runway at KSAT also has an RNAV (RNP) approach.  RNP – Required Navigational Performance – is RNAV with 

onboard monitoring and alerting.  The critical components are equipment that can achieve navigation within the 

required tolerance and an appropriately trained crew.  Within the realm of RNP there are different levels – expressed as 

the maximum level of accuracy of the equipment (and the degree of precision of flying required) in NM.  The most 

rigorous RNP Level is RNP 0.10.   

U.S. Standard RNP Levels  

RNP Level Typical Application 
Primary Route Width (NM) - 

Centerline to Boundary 

0.10 to 1.0 RNP AR* Approach Segments  0.1 to 1.0 

0.30 to 1.0 RNP Approach Segments  0.3 to 1.0 

1 Terminal and En Route  1.0 

2 En Route  2.0 

 * Authorization Required 

 

This is an RNAV RNP approach with 

Authorization Required (AR).  Minimums are 

specified for two Levels – RNP 0.15 and RNP 

0.30.  Implicit in an RNP approach is that it 

includes (and requires) appropriate equipment 

to provide both lateral and vertical navigation.   

 

Much of the other information is the same as 

for any approach.  Since this is an RNAV 

approach waypoints are used to define the 

route although like other RNAV routing 

conventional intersections may also be used – in 

this case the CRISS, MEDEN and REUBE 

intersections. 

 

Minimums are published based on RNP Level.  

Some RNP approaches require not only RNP-

capable aircraft with appropriate RNP-level 

equipment but may also require crews trained 

specifically on RNP approach procedures and 

sometimes (as this one does) specific 

authorization to use the approach. 
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Additional Approach Plate Symbols  
There are several other symbols used on approach charts but these do not necessarily appear on every one – they are 

used only when the information they represent applies.  Some of these are described below. 

Header Section: 

The following symbols in the left column of the table below may appear in the Notes section of the Header 

The  symbol shown in the Notes section below any “A” or “T” Symbol indicates that outages of the WAAS (Wide Area 

Augmentation System) vertical guidance may occur daily at this location due to initial system limitations. 

When a white snowflake in a black square followed by a temperature(for example – as shown in the table below) 

appears in the Notes section below all other symbols it indicates a cold temperature altitude correction is required at 

that airport when the reported temperature is at or below the published restricted temperature indicated. 

IFR flight plans must include an alternate airport unless the destination airport forecast is for 2000 ft. ceiling and 3 miles 

visibility one hour before through one hour after the planned arrival time – unless the  symbol is shown, then the 

standard minimums do not apply.  Required minimums are described in the Terminal Procedures Publication (TPP). 

When   appears in the Notes section this means that the approach cannot be considered for use if this airport is 

being considered as an alternate airport. 

 

Holding Patterns: 

Each type has a different line style (or, in the case of a defined leg-length, a leg length indication).  Note that altitude or 

speed restrictions may also be included. 
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Feeder Routes: 

Feeder routes are used to provide a transition from the enroute structure (airway, STAR, etc.) to an initial approach fix  – 

which can be distinguished from reference bearings, radials or other reference points for intersections, waypoints, 

approach fixes or other points because they include the minimum altitude allowed and the distance to the approach fix 

in addition to the direction reference (usually from a navaid or intersection). 

 

Reference radial from the SAT 

VOR defining the HASDO 

intersection – contrast this with  

a feeder route … 

Feeder route from the SAT VOR 

to the ALAMO IAF which 

includes not only a direction 

reference but also a minimum 

altitude and distance to the fix 

 

 

 

Missed Approach Icons 

Various missed approach icons are included in the Profile section.  The corresponding missed approach description is in 

the Header section. 
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Visual Descent Point (VDP) 

This is shown in the Profile section.  The VDP is the 

point on a non-precision straight-in approach 

procedure from which normal descent from the 

minimum descent altitude (MDA) to the runway 

touchdown point may be commenced provided the 

approach threshold of that runway, or approach 

lights, or other markings identifiable with the 

approach end of that runway are clearly visible to 

the pilot. 

Charted Visual Flight Procedures (CVFP) 

CVFPs are charted visual approaches established for environmental/noise considerations, or when necessary for the 

safety and efficiency of air traffic operations. The approach charts depict prominent landmarks, courses, and 

recommended altitudes to specific runways. CVFPs 

are designed to be used primarily for turbojet aircraft. 

CVFPs are not instrument approaches and do not 

have missed approach segments. 

CVFPs are named for the primary landmark and the 

specific runway for which the procedure is developed.  

The CVFP charts are divided into Plan View and notes 

sections separated by a bar scale in 1 NM increments.  

So – there are only two sections in a CVFP approach 

plate – the Plan View and the Notes section 

separated by a bar scale with 1 NM increments.  The 

Plan View of the CVFP includes the portrayal of visual 

approach procedures information, such as landmarks, 

NAVAIDs, visual track, hydrography, special use 

airspace and cultural features, as applicable.  – see 

the example at the right, the River Visual Approach to 

Runway 19 at KDCA. 

CVFPs originate at or near, and are designed around, 

prominent visual landmarks and typically do not 

extend beyond 15 flight path miles from the landing 

runway. Visual tracks start at a geographical point or 

landmark where the procedure must be flown visually 

to the airport. The visual track is indicated by a 

dashed line. Visual tracks may include the track value, 

distance and minimum or recommended altitudes. 

 


